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~ UNITED STATES GO MENT . 

 , Memorandum 
.TO 3 FILE (100-10461) 

5 2 .- . : 
DATE: 1/29/64 oo.” 

FROM 3.. SAC SHANKLIN 

SUBJECT: LEE HARVEY OSWALD, aka 
IS-R- CUBA . . 

WILLIAM BRANNIGAN of the Bureau Headquarters =~ ~ 
called at 5:30 PM, 1/29/64, and dictated the following 
requests, the first concerning OSWALD's clothing: 

(1) Dallas should send the FBI Laboratory all of OSWALD's — 
outer shirts (as distinguished from a T-shirt or under- 
shirt or under garment) 

(2) Dallas should send to the Laboratory all of OSWALD's Q 

- trousers, 
os wee ee pI ce 

(3) Send all of OSWALD's xkSes.. 
ene : 4 

(4) Send all of OSWALD's jackets. 
° o latent aimee ted 

The following pertains to the photographs of 
LEE HARVEY OSWALD. 

—?> 

Dallas should submit a cgpy of every photograph they . 
exhibited to MARINA OSWALD. Each photo is to be numbered 

according $0 our ident fication system, Dallas should 
identify the investigative report and the page number where . 
the particular photograph was shown to MARINA OSWALD, eeeem 7 @2™, ? 

7 The next request pertains to the other evidence, *-°" =" "> 
such as postcards, film, negatives, etc. that would have 
been shown to MARINE OSWALD. For example, if it is a post=- . 
card, send up a photograph of it, showing the number of the 
postcard, the investigative report and page number where this, | 

“was shown to MARINA OSWALD. What they want here is to submit. 
the same information as in paragraph immediately above. - --=-- -~-- 

The next request pertains to the cook book where the 
‘WALKER letter was found. The Commission wants to see the book | 

ff itself. Bureau has in the Laboratory the WALKER letter, but -- . 
:, they want to see the volume of the book where this letter was __, 

--  - found, . . . ibe we 
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